The frameproof codes are used in copyright protecting. Motivated by the method of constructing frameproof codes coined by D.Tonien etal, in this paper, we introduced a new combinatorial designs which in fact generalized the difference function family introduced by D.Tonien. The new designs can be constructed from difference matrix efficiently. By using the new designs we construct more larger number of frameproof codes .
Introduction
Frameproof codes with tracing baleful users property are often used for copyright and piracy tracing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Safavi-Naini et al used a kind of function family satisfying some special properties to construct several kinds of anti-pirate codes. Frameproof code is a kind of anti-pirate code. Recently, D. Tonien and SafaviNaini introduced the notion of difference function families in [5] , and used these designs to give all kind of antipirate codes except secure codes. In this paper, we generalize the notion of difference function families, and introduce a new combinatorial designs, which is in fact the generalization of difference matrix, called generalized difference matrix. The new designs can be efficiently construct from any difference matrix, thus we can provide more frameproof codes. So the conclusion in [5] is the special case of our work. 
Basic Definitions

A. frameproof code
In the following context, we let  be an ) , , ( m n l code and w be a positive integer.
denote above code, and sometimes FP w  for short. i ,and row indices 
B. Generalized Difference Function Families
In fact, from
(mod n , so there are t row indece 1 , , ,
Next we show 
and 
and n is coprime to t
, Since  is one-to-one modulo n ,we have
be positive integers such that
[n into integer set Z , such that  is one-to-one modulo n ,
If s is odd , we only have following results now.
Theorem5
Let n be a prime , 
From (5) and (6), we have
As n is a prime, if
Similarly, From (6) and (7), we get 
Construction of Frameproof Codes
